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Having worked on many 30-98s over the past twelve years, from
assembly overhaul through to complete rebuilds I have been
transfixed. The elegant design and solutions to problems pleases
my engineering mind.
During this period I have had to re-make untold components as
originals are worn. Most of the time no alterations are necessary
because, well, it’s a 30-98. Other times there are glaringly obvious
tweeks that can be made to make the part just a little bit better. Not
least of these is using modern materials. In any changes, I wonder
if Pomeroy would approve, and I think he would.
I have built up quite a selection of parts and this list is a start in
cataloguing them. Over the coming months I will be getting
everything into this one list so there will be many updated versions.
I am always adding new parts too, so any suggestions or requests
are gratefully received.
All listed parts are in stock and ready for dispatch; if it’s on the list
then I have enough for at least one car! The majority of them are
made by me in house meaning that I can replenish stock quickly, or
fulfil special requests.
There is no VAT to pay and postage is extra. If the parts aren’t what
you need then I am happy to give a full refund it the parts are
returned (unaltered and undamaged) within 30 days.
I’m normally stood next to a noisy machine so don’t be shy about
leaving a voicemail if you phone. Sending an email is best though!

Paul
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Engine: Bottom end

Crankshaft sludge trap cap
Aluminium bung with O-ring, to replace
original brass caps. 8 per car
VE-01 (each)
£8.50

Flywheel bolt
High tensile. 6 per car, includes 1/2BSF
slotted nut
VE-02 (each)
£11

Crankshaft sprocket
Pinion for timing chain.
Hardened and internal ground
VE-03 (each)
£220

Magneto sprocket
Pinion for timing chain.
Hardened and internal ground
VE-04 (each)
£265
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Engine: Cam and valve train

Cam follower cup (OE only) left
VV-05 (each)
£8
Pushrod bottom (OE only) right
VV-06 (each)
£8

Pushrod top cup (OE only) left
VV-07 (each)
£8
Tappet adjuster screw (OE only) right
VV-08 (each)
£12

Camshaft bearings: centre or rear
These are always worn out, but rarely ever renewed even when a
new camshaft is fitted. Undersize on ID to allow for line boring.
Phosphor Bronze.
VV-02 (centre bearing)
£60
VV-03 (rear bearing)
£60
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Engine: Head

Head studs (OE only!)
High tensile. Sold as an engine set (13 studs). Longer bottom
thread to maximise available hole in block.
Also stepped studs with a 9/16BSF bottom thread for blocks with
damage. These have the same pitch (16tpi) as the ½” originals
making it possible to drill and tap.
VH-01 (standard)
VH-02 (stepped with stronger rolled threads)

£143
£260

Exhaust manifold flanges
VH-05 (head to manifold) each
VH-06 (manifold to downpipe) each
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Engine: Oil system

PRV oversize rebuild
To eliminate wear, your original body is machined out and
fitted with new, oversize plunger and end cap. New washer
and spring (opens at 40psi) and bench tested.
VO-01 (each)
£145

Main bearing oil pipes
Set of five new pipes. Jig bent, new ends silver
soldered and pipe annealed.
VO-02 (set of 5)
£85
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Engine: Miscellaneous

Control linkage sockets
Originals are often so worn that when compounded through all the
linkages very little happens at the business end. Sold with
threaded end cap.
VEM-01 (each)
£32
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Carburettor (Zenith 48RA)

Carburettor jets
Brass, exact copies of originals. Pilot drilled to 1.5mm or “150” in
Zenith terms. Reamed to your required size before dispatch. Sold
as a pair.
VP-01 (pair)
£121

Float chamber lid spanner
Please don’t use Stilsons!
VP-04 (each)
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Clutch

Clutch plates
Bronze plates are exactly as original: 16swg (0.067”) thick
Steel are slightly thicker than original: 1.8mm instead of 16swg as
steel is now only metric!
Originally there were 12 bronze and 13 steel but with these slightly
thicker steel plates, you need 11 bronze and 12 steel to achieve
the same pack thickness. Only sold in whole car sets
VC-01 Phos Bronze (11off)
£451
VC-02 Steel (12off)
£168

Clutch clips
Steel instead of original brass.
VC-04 (set of 3)

£24

Flaked graphite for clutch (100g)
VE-03
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Services

My main business is rebuilding vintage and pre-war engines, but
when it comes to 30-98s I’ll do anything mechanical.
My workshop equipment covers pretty much anything that’s
needed to work on hand-fitted cars: lathes, milling machine,
surface grinding, cylindrical grinding, short batch production, form
tool grinding, hot pressure testing, hot de-greasing, shot and bead
blasting. For those of you who want to go even faster, I have
performed cylinder head porting on many 30-98s.

Engine building
Whether you don’t want to
lift a spanner, or you have
got as far as you can and
need someone to take over,
that’s what I do!

White metalling of rods
(shown here) or mains, all
done in house. My line
borer also means I can
re-bore new camshaft
bearings and/or fit a rear
main lipseal.
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Services

Flywheel lightening to
whatever thickness you
like. Easy if you have a
lathe big enough!

Assembly testing
Test rigs for setting up:
Pressure relief valves
(shown)
Carburettor float level
Oil pump overhaul and test
Water pump overhaul and
test

Steering set-up
To rectify wondering or heavy steering,
or to deal with the dreaded wheel
shimmy, you need to know the angles of
dangle. I’ve got all the kit, and all the
parts that will be worn out!
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